Operations &
Management

Vendor
Management

Don’t assume
your vendor
partners are
delivering value,
know they are!
20%
is the average annual savings with
contract management solutions 1

34%
of companies say they have realtime reporting for their critical third
parties 2

3050%
more than they should is the
amount companies are paying for
their contracted services 3

If You Answer “Yes”
to Any of These
Questions:

Many organizations rely on the help of outside vendors.
This dynamic can result in overwhelming complexities
related to juggling numerous vendor relationships.
Organizations often retain vendor partnerships out
of convenience and familiarity, as opposed to value.
Without appropriate management and oversight,
these situations can lead to ineffective communication,
increased risk, reduced collaboration, and reduced value.

Q: Are you unsure of the value your
vendors bring to your organization?

Vendor management requires many time-consuming
tasks and skills, which include: vendor selection,
contraction negotiation, risk assessments, relationship
management, and monitoring performance/KPIs.

Q: Do your vendors consistently fail to
achieve agreed-upon success criteria?

Collective Insights has proven vendor management
capabilities. We can assist in the initial contract signing
and help establish processes for continually evaluating
vendor performance to ensure the relationship remains
beneficial.

Q: Are your vendors' service and solution
strategies not aligned with your
architecture and goals?
Q: Are you “on the fence” about whether
you should replace a vendor or not?
Q: Are your strategic vendors becoming
complacent, slow moving, and
intractable?
Q: Do you need help defining,
developing, measuring, and
maintaining strategic vendor
relationships?
Then our expertise is what you need.
Together, we'll reach a better best.

Collective Insights drives and
manages the following tasks:

Managing partnerships
with an effective vendor
management program

Researching and sourcing
vendors

Obtaining quotes with
pricing, negotiating
contracts, and ensuring
timely invoices

Providing delivery
oversight and evaluating
vendor performance

Ensuring high quality
work that is mutually
beneficial to both parties

Our Services.
Your Success.
Business
Transformation

Technology, Information
& Security

•

Strategic Planning

•

Technology Strategy & Architecture

•

Target Operating Model Architecture

•

Cloud & Edge Computing Enablement

•

Strategic Finance

•

Technology Modernization

•

Supply Chain Transformation

•

Intelligent Information & Analytics

•

Process Optimization

•

Integrated Automation

•

Enterprise Performance Management

•

Next-Generation Cyber Security

Human
Capital

Operations &
Management

•

Organizational Change Management

•

Program & Project Management

•

Strategic Communication

•

Business Continuity

•

Instructional Design & Development

•

Strategic Selection

•

Workforce Development

•

Vendor Management

•

Organizational Design

•

Mergers & Acquisitions Integration Management

•

Culture Transformation

•

Portfolio & Demand Management
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